
Onųdaʔgeháʔ Verb Agreement

Also called Onųdaʔgegáʔ (or
Onondaga in English)
Spoken in Ontario and New York.
Related to Kanienʼkéha, Tsalagi, and
Laurentian.
Verbs agree with both the subject
and the object.

In English and French, verbs change form
based on the person and number of the subject.
For example:

The object, however, does not affect the verb:

In other words, verbs in English and French
agree with the subject and not the object.

ɛs̃ˈheːkɛ̃ʔ
'you(singular) will see her'

ɛs̃haˈkoːkɛ̃ʔ
'he will see her'

ɛs̃ˈkeːkɛ̃ʔ
'you(singular) will see me'

ɛ̃ˈhahkɛ̃ʔ
'he will see me'

Dual is like singular and plural,
but it signifies exactly two of
something. Historically, English
also had this feature:

mē  'me'
unc 'us two'
ūs 'us (3+)'

Introduction to Onųdaʔgeháʔ

Agreement with
the Subject and Object

What is agreement?

Dual:

In Onondaga, verbs change form based on both
the subject and object, unlike in English and
French. As demonstrated in the examples
below:

My work explored the verbal agreement system in Onųdaʔgeháʔ.
I looked at how this system fits into explanations for agreements proposed for other languages.
I examined why number markers in Onondaga are not affected by the difference between subject and
object while the person makers are.

ɛs̃ˈkniːkɛ̃ʔ
'you two will see me'
'you two will see us two'
'you(singular) will see us
two'

ɛs̃ˈkwaːkɛ̃ʔ
'you(3+) will see me'

'you(3+) will see us two'
'you(3+) will see us (3+)'

'you(singular) will see us (3+)'
'you two will see us (3+)'

ɛ̃̍ kniːkɛ̃ʔ
'we two will see
you(singular)'
'we two will see you two'
'I will see you two'

ɛ̃̍ kwaːkɛ̃ʔ
'we(3+) will see you(singular)'

'we(3+) will see you two'
'we(3+) will see you(3+)'

'I will see you(3+)'
'we two will see you(3+)'
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